Fall 2019 Classes

All classes with asterisk * are required for the Aesthetic Pruning Award.
Most classes are Saturdays, 9:30am - 12:30pm & $39 fee, however, Note:†
†LH805 and †LH823 are twice the time/twice the price: 9:30am - 4:20pm/$78

Sept. 7  *LH812 The Art of the Focal Point Tree – Churgel
Sept. 14 †LH805 Rock Placement† (9:30- 4:20pm $78) – Castellon
Sept. 21 *LH818 Pruning Conifers – Foerster
Sept. 28 *LH817 Pruning Japanese Gardens – Castellon
(1st? or 2nd? weekend October: Merritt Fall Plant Sale)
Nov. 2   *LH816 Pruning Container Trees & Shrubs – Castellon
Nov. 9   *LH819 The Art of Tree & & Shrub Reduction – Ingram
Nov. 16  *LH815 Pruning for the Big Picture – Churgel
Dec. 7   †LH823 Aesthetic Pruning as a Career† – Ingram

Fall 2019 LH26 Pruning will be held over 2 Sundays: Oct. 20 & 27

EVERYTHING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Spring 2020 Classes

January   LH800 Introduction to Aesthetic Pruning
February  LH848 Pruning Deciduous Fruit Trees
          LH881 Art of the Wisteria
          LH801 Pruning Deciduous Trees & Shrubs
March     LH803 Finding the Essence of a Tree
          LH839A Introduction to Bonsai
April     LH804 Pruning Flowering Trees/Shrubs
          LH810 Pruning Maples
          LH811A Pruning Pines
May       LH891 Art of the Laceleaf Maple
          LH831 Pruning CA Native Trees & Shrubs

Questions? mbull@peralta.edu (email preferred) or call 510-436-2418
Advance registration in person or by mail (Same day reg. ok– arrive early)
Merritt College Landscape Horticulture/Attn: MBull
12500 Campus Dr. Oakland CA 94619

www.merritt.edu/wp/lanht